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The main protagonists in the dehate on traditional medicine ate the 'traditionalists' and the 'modernists'. 
The former argue that traditional medicine was suppressed hy the .colonising powers and should now he 
revived; the latter feel that traditional systems are inherently inferior to modern medicine which is more 
'scientific' and7nerefore the best choice for the tutute. But hoth views, the author contends, are rooted in cont 
tradictory philosophical standpoints, and attempts to find a dialectical approach, using the history and 

~ development of Chinese medicine as an illustration. The discussion is in three parts: the first critiques hoth 
-~ stendpoims and contains a general discussion oithe dialectical .app·roach; the second and third parts attempt ._, . ,. 
'.!,,to illustrate the concrete application of this approach in Chinese medicine. . . . 

' 
Extensive debates, often. eluding any resolution, 

have been going on especially ,in the erstwhiile 
colonies, regarding the exact status of traditional 
medicine as a science. On the one hand' it is argued 
by the 'traditionalists' that traditional medicine has 
been suppressed by their respective colonisers and 
this has led to ,its decline. It should be extended 
lnstltutional as .well as financial support and 
developed further, On the other hand, the 'modem 
lsts' argue that modern medical science has made 
tremendous strides in knowledge regarding the 
human body, its diseases and' their treatment. if:hus, 
they consider it naturaiNy superior to 1raditiona,l1 

medicine. The former reject niodern medicine as 
being culturaNy alien and hold traditional mediciine 
as 'having exclusively developed with.in the culiture 
and thus the only appropriate. system of medlclne 
[culture] relativism). The former favour development 

--J of modern medicine only, as being the only scientific 
.. ~medicine devoid of .anv culturail and ideological 

factors (neutralism}. Both views are rooted in two 
contradictory phllosophical standpoints. 

In this paper, we shalil endeavour to identify 
the two standpoints, analyse thera in the light of 
the nature of sclernlfie knowledge and find a 
dialectical approach to this problematic; . using 
chinese medicine. as an illustraden, 

The paper is divided into three parts. Part 11 
deals with general questions on the nature of 
scientific knowledge and analyses the two stand ._,-- 
points mentionedi above and contains a general 

'- ~scussion on a, dlaiectlcal approach to this pro- 
.. .__;;:. blematrc, Part II and II I deal wi,th the concrete --· application of such an approach as_ seen in the 

development of Chinese medicine. Part II: dea'ls 
with the historical- background and philosophical 
basis of medicai science in People's Republic of 

China and socio-economic and political, determin 
ants infori;ming u,pon its development, whiile Part 
HI deals wlth the current implication ot the policy 
of coi;mbining western and traditional medicine in 
the People's Republic of China. 

·I. Nature of Scientific Knowledge 
1like any other science, medical klilowledge too, 

has not developed in a Ui1i11i1Nnear, ordedy, from a 
lower to a 'higher level- evoh.itionar:y fashion, but 
its history reveals a zig-zag path of development 
interspersed by many breaks and · jiurnps. In other 
words, science, instead of developing from a 
prirn1itive ,level to ,i,ts modern state by a careful, 
logical, screening of available 'objective' facts and 
later rejection of those not fo,und to be true, has, 
having proceeded in one di,rec::tion, taken an 
entirely different pa,th later. No direct, intemalily 
consistent logical connections may be 'found 
between these paths. "T'he essential aspect of these 
breaks-and turnabeuts has been the transformatlon 
of world-views, the sudden shifts in, the attitude 

· towards nature and the man-aature relationship. 
'Fhat is to say, these breaks are essentlaltv phiiloso 
phical in nature. 

These breaks were the consequence o,f a 
struggle between different, often contradictory 
schools of philosophy. In this str1Jggle, the school 
which fuil;iiHed the ideological needs of the ruling 
class dominated the rest. 

Now, i·f science is defi,aed as a ,rational body of 
knowledge gathered by human beings duririg1 the 
social production of their,rnaterial (and non-ma,terial,) 
conditions of existence; then science (not with a 
capital S-the modern bourgeois scielilce having an 
absoliutised abstracted existence in the capitalist 
society) has been wi,th hurnan society since its very 
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inception. So has been medical; science. An out 
growth of animism, wherein alt diseases· were sEien 
as a result of inflictions o,f evli spieits, it was one .. of 
the earliest sciences. Human being's intercourse 
with nature produced on the one hand .empiricalilY 
verifiable facts having. an objective existe'fi~.,e, f;ind; 
a universal trnth value; a. ailso·,,produced various 
concepts, thought categories and logic s_pecifi.c to · 
natural science with which these facts ~ere 
organised and various levels of· general,isatio~s 
were achieved. These specific thoughts, categories 
and! logic are in,Huenced by thought eateqories ;nd · 
logic of thinking process in qeneral, That is ,to say 
that they are rooted in phifosophy. In fact, for a 
long time science was ,indeed a, part of phiilosophy. 

Now, at' different points 1in history, both in time 
and space, this non-coqnttlve- component ts influ 
enced by different culture] and ideological factors 
and' is thus shaped differently. This may even 
result inestabliishment of-different "facts" ,in different 
cultures. (Here one 1is dlsreqardlno the question o,f 
validity and truthfulness of these •facts'). Thus, for 
example 'geomancy' the chinese science of wind: 
and water which determines placement of house 
and tomb with respect to features of Iandscepe and 
aesthetics of land use, has no courxerpart at aH in 
western science (Elzinga and .Jamlson, 1981'),. 
The development of both the facts-xtfie content and 
the concepts, though~ categories and logic with 
which they are organised-the form=-takee place in 
an lnterpenetratlna, ,dial~cticall fashion, each deiiv~ 
ing support from the other. Many a times the develop 
ment of facts .comes into sharp co~flict with the 
concepts leading to e!ither transfermatlon of 'fl'le 
concepts themselves or to distortions of fapts by 
ideological, ratlonatizatlon of .the conceptuef form. 
What happened to Ayuweda in India aurin"g the· 
Medieva,I period was the latter. The c;inafomJcal, 
pathological; andl pharrnacologica,I insights g,aine'd 
by generations of experimenting, phvsiciens were 
distorted by the use of concepts like Karma 
Siddhanta, divirne wiifil, and tracsrniqration of souls 
etc. On the other hand, the: cientitic revolution .q,f 
the ~ 7th cenrurv Europe was an example of tl-e 
former when entiireiy new forms ot logiic was 
developed :by Comte, Uescartes, Bacon, Newton 
and other ,phiil'osopher-scientists. 

Whiilie the ideological ,rationalization of ·Ayrn 
veda suiited the purpose of the Brahmin-dominated, 
vama-jati based feudailism in a decadent state, the 
scientific revo,liution in Europe was in response to 
the growing strength of the EUJropean commercial 
and industr,ia1I bou,rgeoisie. 

Thus the factual comi:ionent and the concep 
tual component o,f_ ~~ientifl:c knowledge e~ist in a 
diafoctial rela.tior:iship, under constant tension and 
tJ1nder the influence of ideologicail and other factors 
_operat!ve in the cu1Uuire and the histmica:I; period of 
its org,in. 

. .._ .. 
lihis -view :i!s. ,debated 1irol'l'i! · two .. stanclpoinits, 

,positi:vist and' culit,urail'-,relativist. 

· Positivist .Sta,lildpoilrit 

The basic tenet ,in positivlst phi1l'osophy',is that 
· the scientificity of a, proposition lies 1in iits aneh= fr 
ornge ,in empirica1! stateITTent o,f facts. The"re.::_:.1re, 
the ceritral part of a positivist programme is' to 
buHd a theoretical! sfouct.1:11re which is understood 
in term pif its i1nterli,nki1ng with empiricarl; state 
ments. lit does mo,t allllow tor any hypothesis which 
ca,nno,t :be or has not been veri.fied empirica,llly 
and ob1ectively. This ,a'bsolutisation o.f empiirici,ty 
and objectivity ,results 1in1 a narrow delimitation 
ot wha,t ,can be ca:llled. a Science. In particular, 
theories ppernti,ve in ip~er:tilodern knowledge pro· 
duci11g practices such as all'cherny or Ayu,rveda 
that does not ,rna,tch u pto some piece of rnodein 
science, fail:ls outside its reail'm. ifhey are not eve.n 
col"!sidered as ·rtypotheses yet to be : verified. 

Francis Bacon advocated a :ruthless rejection of 
old 'idois' ,i1nherent in a1III the preceding knowl'e.dg;e 
systems ,but his methodo:logy reinf,orced al'I; of 
thelilil, by absotutising, the obiectivi,ty o,f sc;ientiific 
knowledge. The a,ttitude •of positivism towards 8111 
the other knowledge-producing, practices can be 
summed uip, in his ,own words : · -~ 

r 
"It is :idle to expect any grea,t adva,ncemenf 

,i1n science from the superi1ndudng, andl engrafting, 
o,f new things · upon o'l'd. We ,r;n ust begin from 
the very found'a,tions, uin{ess w~ would ,revolve 
forever 1in a circle with mean and contemptible 
progress" (Bacon,, 1620). 

ifhis fetishism of facts has had the obvious 
consequence of converting, science into scier:tticism 
with the metaiphysicali principles of ob1ective con 
sciousness. basiing 1itse'lf in an ailtienating, dil::hotomy 
of observi;~g subject and pbserveq obiect, the , 
invidious hierarchy ,of nature which, places 11ililan 7 

at the top i:lnd' legi,timises an, experimen,tal inqui- 
sition o.f na'tuire, the mechan_istic ir;nperatiye ,- 
that says thi;i,t everything, tf:tat can be known should ~ ~ 
be kno'!"n '.and · that such; . knowl~dge ·should 'be 
utHised regardless of consequenc.es (e.g. genetic 
engineering uninecessa,ry and unethical ,human 
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experiments -DM), the extension of [nstrurnenta] 
domination of nature to man himself" (e.g. excessive 
reliance on medical technology in health care) 
(Elzinga and Jamison, 1981). 

Such a perspective when applied in medicine 
means that those traditional medical sciences 
which have not adopted the positivist principles of 
objectivity are considered unscientific. The the 
oretical concepts and prescri.bed therapies of :these 
sciences not having- been tested under the modem, 

- ,-.; laboratory -'Controlled' -conditions are rejected as 
~""';'>.. 1·d C · · mva 1 • · oncepts hke acupuncture points or 

t~.,9,sha in A_yurved~, which have no counterpart in 
m6aern medical science, are considered as non 
existent. Even when, as in the case of acupuncture 
points, the functional if not the anatomical existence 
of a point, is demonstrated, it is not accepted. Thus 
the most 'advanced' scientific mode of enqui.ry into 
nature ends up by denying nature ifself if it does 
not fit into its theoretlcsl straitjacket. 

Cultural f{elati.Vist View Point 

From the other end, the opposite view point 
considers that the general concepts of sciences, the 
va I ue promoted by them and the 'ideal' of what 
constitutes valid and ,proper knowledge differ from 
pulture to culture. The cultural relativisits argue 
that modern science is the cultural artefact of the 
west while ayurveda, astrology and others are 
oriental sciences. Th us, every science is considered 
to be an ethnoscience, having. a theory, a logic and 
verification techniques of its own, specific to itself 
and thus, incommensurable. For example, they argue 

7f that the efficacy of ayurveda must be assessed by 
. ,~Jhe principles [aid down ,in ayurveda on:ly i.e. on 

its own terms, and not· on the terms dictated by 
modern science. They rula-. out any 'ob1ective' 

. d' \ assessment stan mg outside tHe premises and logic 
of ayurveda. They point out that "it is on:ly when 
domination over nature."is considered the highest 
ideal for civilization that we find· western science 
becoming the universal standard for measuring the 
achievement in aH the other cultures. However if we 
take. the unity of man and nature as a predominant 
positive value, the Chinese and other cultures' 
scientific tradition .stand out as more advanced". 

~- [Alvares, 1979). 

_ '--- ___;;,: . While _sympathising with the eagerness to do 
~---> Justice with the achievements of pre-modem 

societies including those.er Egypt, China and India, 
one must be wary of the dangers of slipping. into an 
extr.eme_form of such relativism-a position denying 
the basic equality of human experience and 
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universality of certainscientific findings independent 
of geographica,I and culturnl factors. Though i.t is 
true that science and technology of various civili 
sations shouild be understood on their own merits 
and not as abortive developments· towards modern 
western science or worse as mere .fiction, one 
must be cautious of how one formulates this poi,nt. 
"There is a danger ... of denying of the fundameatel 
continuity and universality of all sciences. This 
could be to resurrect the ... conception of the 
various non-European civilization as totally separate, 
immiscible thought patterns .... a series of different 
vjews of the natural world, frreconciHable and 
unconnecred." (Needham, 1'954). 

Thus, fr9m the opposite end, the relativist 
view reinforces the positivist view that pre-modern 
and -non-European sciences are different from 
modern science and thus i,ncompatible. They diiffer 
only in their views regarding the relevance of these 
sciences. The positivists consider them as unscien 
tific and thus irrelevant, · whHe the .re,la,tivists main 
.ta in that each are relevant only in their own culture. 

This assumption of a 'basic lncommensurabititv 
also Jmplies that one ·must deny the centrloutlon of 
these cultures to the universal body of knowledge. 
which is international. It also imparts a closeness to 
knowledge, the boundaries being limited by the 
culture. In fact, modern science is 'ecumenlcai', in 
the sense that historically speakiing. science is a 
product of diverse cultures and thus a common 
property of human kind. Secondily, this assumption 
denies any possibility of. mutual exchange, thus 
legitimising elitist doctorines in each of these 
sciences. It · also · ratlonatlses the . doomsayer's 
conservatlvs prophecy depicting modern science an 
uncontrol'led and uncontrollable monster causing 
a:U the wars andi social il:ls of our time. The only 
alternative such a view of modern science leaves is 
a total withdrawa;I into inner reality, an .escape 
into 'privatised mystical experiences' aimed to 
create an 'inner' · revofution. Th us, posltlvlsm and 
cultura! relativism aosolitise and/or universalise the 
form of scientific and technological development 
without considering the social context and the 
content of the various stages of its development 

A Dialectical Approach 

A dialectical approach to the problematic ass 
umes that a) all knowledge is universal and 
humankind's common property; b) no scientific 
theory or methodology is perfect or unchanging 
and thus 'inherently' superior; c) science develops 
under the influence of a philosophical' basis. 
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generated withi,n the framework of various socio 
economic, political and culturaHactors in interaction. 
Therefcre, even thou,gh direct comparisons :may be 
difficu'lt, becaus e theoretical systems in each 
cultural setti,ng, were different, nevertheless mediated 
comparison is possible . 

"f ,his. could be done "by testing out the theories 
of traditionat sciences in the light of modem concepts, 
without absol'utislnq the latter and by studying 
how and how much the former had succeded in 
discovering natura! processes and in putting them 
in service of humanity" (no,t in order to achieve 
mastery over natune or h urnan beings but for the 
benefit of al:I). St.tch a view opens up .a, possibility 
of integ,rating, western and traditional sciences and 
a mutual exchange between the two. Having evo 
lved under different historical and cultural conditi 
ons each embody different sets of strong points 
and limitations. The aim of such an ,integratiOn is 
to reinforce each other's strong points and do 
away witn the 'limitations. 

Such an integ,r.ation can contribute to the adva 
ncement of humsn knowledge in three ways: 

- regional traditions embody useful concrete techniques, for 
example tradltlonal herbal and mineral remedies that work 
without the side effects of many chemically manufactured 
drugs. 

- regional traditions preserve an important body of data which 
can serve as a base for furthering existing fields of modern 
scientific research - examples are records of astronomers and 
meteorologists. 

- regiona,f traditions can open up new perspectives and avenues 
for modern scientific. research, as in the case of acupuncture 
which has stimulated international neurophvsiolnqical research. 
(e.g, work on mechanisms of pain inhibition) (Elzinga and 
Jamison, 1981 }. 

Such ain endeavour demands a chanqe in the 
world v,iew and in the attitude towards history of 
science. 

Only a dialectical understanding of the history 
of science, its relationship wiith phHosophy and 
social context can produce the required 'break'. 
Such a conscious re-evaluation of the :history of 
science also revea'ls a different future vision of an 
integrated science, wherein alil the pre-modern and 
non-European sciences would flnd that their legiti 
mate contributions have transformed the existing 
scientlfic knowledge and in tum have transformed 
themselves. 

The most widely discussed Hilustration of such 
a process. is Chinese medicine. A change in the 

lmpllnit world yiew o.f existing medical science 
both modern -and traditlonat-vled to an integration 
and development of both the sciences. ifhe most 
notable product of this development is acupuncture. 
In order to study how this happened we shat! 
briefly trace the history of Chinese medicine. 

Historical Background of Chinese Medicine 
Chinese medicine ,is one of the oldest known 

medicines. Very tittle is known about its origi:nbutl:ike 
stone age medicine elsewhere it must have begun, as 
a prirni.ti,ve medicine. Archaeological evidence sheezs-, _ 
thcj<t the earliest ,iiAhabitatnts of the Yelilow_ ,t¥jer - 
VaiUey were people of the Stone Age and like the 
reUgfous · beliefs of other tribes of Stone Age, 
animism and demonology inust have been the cha 
racteristic feature of their rel1ig,ion. We may safetv 
'assume· that they believed in the spirits of the 
dead, and worshipped natura! events like thunder, 
rairi etc. Thei1r medicine too must have consisted' 
of wi;tchcraft, sacrifices ar.id oblations. The situation 
changes later, durinq 1200-300 B, C. when their 
relig.ion enters the age of phHosophy. From being 
_dii1rec:t and lmjnedlate response to the multifarous 
problems including iHlhealth faced by. the primitive 
being, ,it enters a-stage where the Chinese human 
being has formed a metaphysical view of the uni 
verse, of man arid' nature relationship. Medicine too 
is inf11uenced :by this change. Witchcraft gives way 
to lnstkutlonetised medicine wsfng processed drugs. 
It is seen that during, the Cho11 dynasty, (1100-250 
B.C.) physiciai:1s incharge of internal medicine, 
surgery and veterinary medicine were appointed 
(Wong, 1979). "'I 

f t- The old~st legendary figure 1in Chinese me- \ 
dicine is Shen Nu~g (2757 B.C.) who is venerated 
as the father of medicine and is considered to be 
the ~nventor of drug, ;lore. The oldest treatise extant 
is Huang Ti Nei Ching Suwen. (Y'.eUow !Eineror's Inner 
Classic). Though Nei Ching's period is around 2000 
BC, the treatise is supposed to have been written 
around' 200 BC. H ,is believed ,to have been written 
by several anonymous authors over the period. It is 
a, theoretical exposition of the basis of health and 
iil'lness, ,closely rela,ted to the cosmological' idec;1s 
taking. shape di1,1ring the phiilosophical period. It lays ~ : .:-- 
down the basic principles of anatomy, physiolog,y, 
etiology o,f diseases and thei1r treatment (Wong, . ~ 

)' 
1979). ::r,,.. ~- 

Chinese medicine begins to assume a rational, 
scientilic character during the Han dynasty (200 
BC-220 AD) with Tsang Kung, Chang Chung King, 
and Hua To as central figures. Tsang Kung lived 

- ... . t- 
j 

' ' 
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around 170 BC and left records of personal obser 
vation of twenty five clinical cases. Chang Chung 
King's treatise of fever marks a new era in Chinese 
medicine. He has described many types of fevers 
including typhoid fever in this treatise and it contains 
one hundred and thirteer:i prescriptions. With this 
treatise, the diseases were studied more from 
clinical standpoint- signs and symptoms, course 
of an illness, treatment and actions of a drug rather 
than from the point of view of the theories of 
diseases as was the case during earlier perio~ 
~i<uttumbiah 1971). This transition shows that a 

~entific outlook was permeating medicine in the 
gr-ips of speculative philosophy. 

' .. r"'-F· 
' 

The third important text is Pen Tsao which 
describes useful plants, animal and mineral, sub 
stances and their applications. Unlike. !Vei Ching 
it is a practical text and has undergone many 
additions over the centuries as the experience of 
the Chinese physicians of using herbs and minerals 
accumulated. This period saw a great intellectual 
flowering in China. Confucius and Han Fei belong 
to this period. Though a surgeon, Hua Tu is 
claimed to have discovered anaesthesia and to 
have performed some major and minor operations 
like · Iaparotornv, venesection etc., this aspect of 
medicine had fallen into neg,lect during, the later 
period for reasons discussed elsewhere. · 

Although the pharmaceutical traditions ot Pen 
Tsao expanded, the 11/ei Ching remained [ess 
emendable because of its classic and semireligious 
status. Both, the Chinese feudal rulers and the 

I h . . h ~ P_ vsrcrans t emselves looked upon it as a divine 
,,~, gift. After the Han dynasty, this resulted in Chinese 

medicine. becoming. not stagnant, but backward 
looking toward the sources of classical antiquity and 
hence continuing to develop within the thoreticai 
framework based on the philosophy of that period. 

This backward-looking character of Chinese 
medicine made it particularly vulnersbte to the 
cultural aggression of the imoerlelists during the 
19th century. Dµring the rule of various imperlakst 
powers overwestemization was stressed and rivafry 
was set up between Chinese and Western medicine. 

, '"-it- Maligning the former as unscientific and a 'stumbling 
.'-- blo_c~'}o the development of modem medicine they 

L . -~arre~:;.,eP,.ractitioners of tradltional medic. in .. e f. rom , c~__:: city hospitals and .me,i;Jical col'leges. The Kuomintang 
I gov~rnmen_t in 1s29 ·put forcw~rd meesures 10 

abolsh Chinese medicine. Among these were "re 
strictions on the practice of medicine by traditional 
physicians, a ban on setting up schools' of 
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traditional medicine and on publishing, books and 
periodicals on Chinese medicine" (U and Tsai. 
1977). 

It was fa:i the face of Nationalist Blockade, 
during the liberation war, that efforts ·were made 
by the Chinese communlsts to utilise the locatlv 
grown herbs. [n t940, when liberated zones were 
established, this pragmatic step was taken up as 
a conscious policy of utilising indigenous medicine. 
(Liberated Zones were those areas •in China where 
the Commuolst-Ied Revot:utionary Committees had 
~su,rped political power from the Kuomintang go 
vernment}, if his pollcyireceived official, recognition 
when Mao Tse-Tung in his famous speech in 1944 
at the Yerian conference on culture and education, 
urged, the doctors to work with and elevate the 
scientific level of tradltlonat practitioners in order 
to better serve the people (Mao., 1'965). However, 
afterHberation in 1949, the communist government 
continued to have traditional practitioners as auxili 
aries· to the modem medical forces. The directive 
of unifying the. two systems of medicines wa~ 
probably interpreted . as giving the traditio~al 
practitioners some training in modern medicine. '.rt 
was onlv in 1'955, when efforts ·were made by 
the communist party to raise the status Of trad;i 
tional medicine. Traditional doctors were brought 
to city hospitals and cliinics. Special wards were 
set up for acupunture and herbal medicine. Modem 
doctors were urged to learn from their 'traditional 
collleagues. 

By 1958~ thirteen new coNeges for traditional 
medicine were epened.: Over 50,000 students app 
renticed- themselves under disting,u,ished traditional 
physicjans. In 1955, a well-equipped Chinese 
Medical·- Research Institute with both modern and 
Chinese doctors en its research staff was setup. 
"the entire bcdyefiknowledge was tobe investigated. 

In other words true integration of the two 
systems of medicine at theoretical as wel'I as 
practical, level was the goal. 

The praise and support to traditional medicine 
reached i,ts acme diuring the Great :~eap Forward 
(1,9:58-59) period. This period was chatacterlsed 
by over-enthusiastic,,pqli~ies qf coltectivisation of 
individual agricultural, plotsJo;mation of communes 
etc. This resulted in a reduction in- the production 
~f foodgrains and [ed to subsequent famine in some 
areas. With the retreat of its extreme policies, 
emphasis on traditional medicine also declined. 
Although the policy of combining the two kinds of 
medicine showed some trlumphs notably in the 
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fields of resetting of fractured llmbs using mobile 
splints, (Sheng, 1977) no major theoretical break 
through towards a, new synthesis was in sight. 

With the advent of Great Proletarian Cultural 
Revolution, traditional medicine again came to the 
forefront. This period was probably the most 
turbulent one in the contemporary hlstorv of China. 
In 1966, the Chinese youth led' by Mao, rahelled 
against dogmatism. bureaucratism and elitism of 
sections of the Chinese Communist Party, the 
government and other institutions. With the 
decentralisation drive, provinces and communes 
assumed responsibility of health ser.vices. Self 
reliance was the official policy, which meant 
-dependinq upon Ioea] resources which often in 
rural areas meant traditional, medicine and using, 
tocal'ly grown herbs. Since then, by using, combined 
·tradi,tional and modern medicine, many break. 
·throughs at both theoretlcal as well as applied 
level, have occurred especiallly ,in acupuncture 
analgesia, treatment o,f deaf, mute and blind (Chen 
1973} and in nonsuirgica;I treatment for conditions 
normally ,requ:i,ring surgery (e.g. perforated peptic 
ulcers) using, acuouncture and traditional herbal 
medicine (Wu, 1977). 

Thus, it should be noted that the introduction 
of modern medicine ,in China was no,t as a conse 
quence of a na,tur_al transition from traditional 
Chinese medicine nm was i,t as a result of any 
'inherent' superiority of modern madlclne. 

(It should' be kept ·in mind that modem western 
medicine in 1929 when Kuomintang sought to 
suppress the tradltlone! Chinese medicine, had in lrs 
th er ape utic armentari um a few herbal tinctures, like 
Belladonna and Gum Acacia, few mineral prepar 
ations 'liike Arsenic and Mercury and dangerous 
procedures l1ike ,purgation and leching.) It was 
forced upon the colonial; people. Ideological 
strugg,le has p'layed a dominant part in the develop 
ment of medicine everywhere and ,in China in 
particular. 

This raises an important ,ideologica,I, question 
as to how the dominant philosophy of Chinese 
communists could reconcile with that of the tradi 
tiona,I Chinese medicine. The answer tles in points 
of congrueracy between the philosophical 'basis of 
Traditional Chinese medicine and the Chinese 
interpretation of the dlalecticetmaterlatist phltosophy, 

Philosopbical Basis of Cl:li,Aese Medicine 
Chinese medicine assumed a scientific character 

in a ,period characterised by flourishing of great 
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schools of philosophy : legalism, Confucianism' 
Taoism, Yin-Yang and five element school and 
Naturalism. Developments in medicine have been 
influenced 'by al'I of them to some extent, but its 
scientific theory owes a, grea,t deal' to the Iast three. 

Although di,ffering in ,many ways over their 
general -werld-vlews. there are certain common -:.;; · r~ ":_,::;\ 
points ,regarding man-nature relationships, in alll the 
phUosophical schools of this ,period. Man is 
conceived of not as a master of nature nor as its 
. slave but as an integrail part of a cosmic syst~:, _ 
havipg harmony arid order. Confuci.anisrn admlt.§~a ..... 
·hierarchy of heaven-man-earth where ail'I: the hurnfa'n 
and ea,rthly events are wi,l'led by heaven which 
imparts to it harmony and order. In other schools, 
motive force of the cosmic order ,i,s considered as 
spontaneous lnterna] self-movement rather than 
mechanical impulses from outside. 'Ji',his tendency to 
analyse phenomena, in diatectclat logic is reinforced 
by the Chinese language, i,t is claimed. Rigid 'A or 
not-A' ca,tegories are avoided (Needham, 1976). 

According to ancient Chinese phi1losophy, .i,n a 
heailthy body there should be free How of Chi, (the 
basic principle of the entire universe) which is 
governed by the interplay of two opposite forces, } 
the Yin (negative) and the Yang (positive). Oisease 
results from ,their i;mbalance. Yin and Yan,g them· 
selves evolved .from ,rio,thi,rigness which was the 
grand 'beginning of the Universe. Quantitative 
transformation of Yin ,into Yang. or vice versa 
causes change. 

Yin and Yang subdivide · ,into five elements-\,,...,.,. 
wa:ter, foe, rneta,1, earth and wood. Since the human { 
being is. conceived of as a produet .of Heaven-' ' 
accumulated Yin, and Earth-accumulated Ya.ng, the 
human being too, contains the five elements. 
Yin· and Ya.ng are not considernd to ibe absolute 
air:id static. 

The Yin and Yang concept is an ,example of 
conceptualisation in ,te~RilS of contra1dness, unity 
and trnnsforrma,tion of opposi.tes. One contemporary 
Chinese author maintains that dialecties ,in ancient 
China, dealt with the interinfiiltration, irnterdepen- ~-~ dence and mutua,I supplemenita,tion of Yin and' Yang, 

r_·. 

the opposites of a contradiction.. (and) self __ 
adii,ustment at the system, which keeps the ·who~~ -, 

J \.,J - 

organic .... struqture ,d¥namJCi:!illl,y bala,ncec;f, The '~- . .J.t,-_ 
keynote of the five Elements themy is tha,~ !here is · 
Yang in Yin and Yin in Yang functioning together and 
thait, therefore neither of them alone .can, generate 
new things. {L.:i Zehou 1980). 
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Thus, like dialectical materialism, the philo 
sophy of traditional Chinese Medicine. too deals 
with transformation, contrariness and. unity of 
opposites. The Chinese medicine operated within 
such a conceptual framework. And with this 
concept, it sought to analyse and explain various 
observations regarding the human body, its diseases 
and their treatment. The only tools available to 
them were their five senses and the accumulated 
experience. This limits the validity of the empirical 
evidence available in support of such theoretical 
~oncepts. Now, the . support or its refutation, is 

~Q.ught by lnterqratinq the traditional Chinese 
ht'edicine with modern medicine. Its analytical and 
experimental· techniques as well as its empirical 
methodology is to be utilised for the purpose. 

Generally, the philosophy of traditional Chinese 
medicine encouraged scientific enquiry. But histori 
cally, as Chinese medicine has come under the 
influence of different schools of philosophy at 
different times and places, its progress has not been 
a smooth one. For Instance. under the influence of 
Confucianism, the official philosophy of the feudal 
ruUng classes of China, Chinese medicine degener 
ated into dogmatism. For, although all the philoso 
phical schools conceptualise the contradictory 
nature o,f rea,Uty, they differ greatly in tackling this 
contradiction. Confucianism propagates balance and 
harmony -the unity of opposites, Taoism opposition 
and revolt-the contrariness of opposites, and 
Legalism transformation of harmony into disharmony 
and vice versa in a cyclic fashion. Each world view 
represents a class ideolog,y, with Confucianism being 
feudal, the ruHng. class ideology during the classic 
period (Elzinga and Jamison 1'977). "Confucianism 
blocked the germination of new ideas and ham 
strung the development of ...... scientific discoveries 
in China " (Hen Jiyu 1980). 

To understand how and why this process took 
place we shal] have to go into the soclo-oolitlcal 
factors which influenced the rise of Confucianism, 
its subsequent pernicious effects on the development 
of Chinese medicine as well' as the overthrow of 
this ideology. 

Socio-Economic and Political Factors lnfluen 
, cing Development of Medicine in China :' 

A.~ In theIast section we saw that the traditional 
~- medicine in China was developing under a theore 

tical framework under the inf! uence of Confucianism, 
Taoism and Naturalism. But it was Confucianism 
which set its stamp on it. Confucianism stressed 
balance of opposites in a contradiction thus 

legitimising the stability and order of the feudal 
hierarchy in Chinese society. It was the official ideo 
logy of the feudal state, with the result that new 
ideas which could disturb this balance were not 
encouraged and scientific enquiry was stiffled. 
"'fhis backward trend was due primarily to the 
decaying, feudal relations But stifling effect 
of Confucianism on man's urge to explore also contri 
buted to the virtual halt in the march of science ..... 
That feudatlsm held on so obstinately in China must 
be accounted for in part by the drawbacks of Con 
fucianism" (Ren Jiyu, 1980). In concrete terms, 
it meant that analytical and experimenta I techniques 
not only did not develop but were looked down 
upon because they involved a work of manual 
nature quite like that of artisans who were 
considered low down in the fe udat social order. 
For the physician to attain any soclal prestige and 
economic rewards, he had to be identified with the 
claslcialtv learned literati who constituted the 
soclal and politlcas elite jn feudal China. A similar 
situation existed in medievat India also (Chatto 
padhyay, 1977). The prestigious Confucian doctor 
was not a physician in the real sense because he 
acquired the necessary l<nowledge. by reading 
medica! classics and treated others only out of 
humanitarian motives. Full time medical practice 
as a profession was considered unworthy of gentry 
status and mandarinate. Yet amongst th·e ordinary 
folks, many practitioners continued to base their 
medical practice on experience and direct obser 
vation. 

This has had all the adverse conseuences for 
further development of medicine. lt not only retarded 
surgery a messy business which even medieval 
European physicians 'left to lower class barber 
surqeons, but also inhibited the development of 
supportive physica1f andbiolog,ical sciences. (Crozier, 
1973). 

Thus it was no wonder that the radical move 
ment that developed in China after World War I, 
rejected traditional medicine as a part of decadent 
feudail culture and society. Ever since then, 
tradltionat medicine, its rejection or its support, 
has become a political issue in China. 

Several factors [ed to it being restored to a 
prestigious positlon. Fir~tly, having been faced with 
Nationalist blockade in the Liberated Zones, Chinese 
communists were forced to rely upon the traditional 
practitioners for medical care. Moreover, in the 
strugg,le against feudalism, traditional practitioners 
as artisans were considered allies of the proletariat 
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and the peasantry. Having g.ained some useful 
lessons during this period, the Chinese Communist 
Party after the liberation applied them in practice. 

"There was ain extrema shortage of trained medical 
personnel' and traditional practitioners were too 
important a human resource to be rejected outright. 
Moreover, tradi,tional medicine, after having 'been 
shed of its feuida:I ideology, was put forward as a 
svrrrbo] of national heritag.e. In the struggle against 
imperialism, this played an important part in rallying 
the people around' the communists. 

During the Great Leap Forward, when there 
was a drive to demystify technfoa1l expertise, 
traditional medicine w:ith its folklorist features was 
particul.a.dy suited for ,the purpose. With 'mass Hne· 
(the term used by the Chinese communists to 
denote their stress on the wisdom of the masses 
the peasants, aind the workers) in ascendency, 
scientific knowledge was not considered to be a 
monopoly of highly educated. During the Cuilturnl 
Revolution too with its anti-expert political Hne, 
modem medicine associated with its western trained 
speclalists came under severe attack and tr.aditiona11 
medicine of common folk-peasantry got anew boost. 

Thus, the traditional physicians have now been 
reinstated to a prestigious position. They are 
encouraged to study modem medicine and ailong 
with their modern counterparts, to undertake 
research in various aspects of traditional medicine, 
using modern scientific methods. 

In concrete terms. the integrated medicine 
now being practised is drastically different from 
either its origina,I classical form or the convemtional 
modern medicine. 

11'1:. Cunent Status of 'M:ediciine i,n China 

Hestoration of traditiona'I medicine for the 
Chinese never meant reiectlon of modem medicine. 
Modern medicine continues to domina,te aU the 
aspects of medlcal care. In medical, care, traini,ng 
and research, modern scientific methodology 
continue to be applied but now traditional 
theoretical' and practical diagnotic and therapeutic 
knowledge is sought to be ·integrated wi,th i,t. 

For the Chinese "combining Chinese and 
western medicine does not simply mean addition of 
the one to the other and certainly not replacing 
Western Medicine ... by (its) native counterpart or 
vice versa. What is meant is the organic combination 
of the two medicines filling the weaknesses of the 
one with the strong, points cf the other raising the 
level of both, eventually evolving. a new medical 
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science incorporating the best features of both" 
{Li and Tsai, 11977). 

lntegratfon i,m Medical' Practice 

l'n medicail practice throughout China more 
resources are now altocated to traditional medicine. 
Specla] wards have been constructed in the existing 
hospitals and new cl1inics have been set up. The 
tradi,tional' doctor now has a major role in OPD and 
with no loss of reputation is now calling. for x-rav 
fHms and Isboretory investigations, and when "·" 
needed, western consultation Grey, 1 971). j--=-..,__ ... 

., ~-·· p . . ~ Rural health centres are staffed by both tpe 
tnadltlona; and modern doctors both of whom 
having received some training in the other system. 
There is considerable co-operation between them in 
day to day practice. 

Barefoot doctors rely heavily upon traditional 
therapeutics incl_udi,ng acupuncture. A barefoot 
doc,tO'r's. manua,I liists · around 533 traditional 
medicines. (Sldel, 1973). Reports indicate that 
model, hospita1ls (usuail:ly 'Red Army hospitals) stress 
com'bi,ned use o,f both the systems. One hospltai 
reported that since 1969, 70 percent 'of the cases 
were treated in this way (Crozier, 1973). Diseases 
claimed to have been treated in this fashion include 
[aundice, pulmonary tuberculosis, inflammation 
of kidney (nephr.itis), inflammation of veins 
(pMebitis) severe burns, .facial paralysis and 
fractures. 

\ 

The most spectacular results by using com- 
bi,ned traditional and modern medicine are in ',- - 
conditions where previously surgery was required, ~/ 
for example in perforated peptic ulcer (a condition · ' 
where due to interaction between the inner lining 
o,f stomach and the acidic juice therein, there is 
first asrnal] u leer on the inner lining of the stomach, 
which may later burst to become a hole through 
the stomach waill with gastric juice sprayed over 
i1nto the abdominal,cavity causing, severe Jnflarnma- 
tion of the abdominal' lining). In such a patient, 
complaining of severe pain in abdomen, the modern 
doctors ascertain the part affected and the kind 
ot disease the patient has by careful history ,tak,ing, 
clinical examination, x- ray and laboratory inves,t- J 
igation. "The abi:liity to accurntely determine local ~ 
pathologica:li cha:nges is the advantage of Western -~:.,__ r 
medlclna's method of diagnosis. Where it fal:ls "" 
short however, is ,i,n understanding ar:id analysing, 
the functioning of the patient's body as a whole." 
(Wu, ~ 973). The Chinese doctors :then ascertain 
the general status o,f the patient by traditional 
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method. After a careful study, a method has been 
developed using traditional and modem indicators 
like temperature and pulse and so on to judge the 
size of the hole and extent of fluid exuded. ,If 
the hole is considered to be large and fluid ab 
undant, then the pa,tient is operated upon, otherwise 
he or she is treated with acupuncture and herbal 

~:, ·; medicine. (Wu, 11973). 

The other prominent breakthrough achieved 'by 
using the c0mbi1rned methods is :in the field of 
~~up,uncture anesthesia and treatment of fractures. 

;=;.; Theory and practlce o.f acupuncture has under 
gcfhe significant changes as a rnsult of self 
evatuation on the basis of modem scientific concepts, 
Older theories andi principles not verified in practice 
have been relegated to secondary importance. 1For 
example in, diagnosis • and prognosis, greater 
emphasis is placed on effective acupuncture ,points 
and their ,relationship to the autonomic nervous 
system and [ess on the theoretical aspects of Yin 
Yang, the merldiaes and the Five Elements (though 
the tatter are not entirely rejected.) (Chen, 1973). 

"fh !:J'S, in late 1950's Chinese medical workers 
....J _ _,_ reviewed their experience of acupuncture fo ,relieving, 

'-- toothache and sore :throat. They applied the 
experience ,to reptace anestliletic drugs in minor 
operations like tooth extracticns and tonsiillectomy 
and achieved some success. ~he technique graduaHy 
improved with more poin,ts being, discovered. Now 
success has been achieved with p'lacing needles 
only on the ear, nose and face (Chen 1'973). Many 

t major onerations like abdemlna! and chest surgery 7t have been performed using accupunture anaesthesia. 
;' . 

Another achievement has been in the field of 
treating deafrnutlsm and 'blindness, using, acupunc 
ture (Chen a973). ]raditiona1My certain points were 
considered forbidden tor deep insertion. But experi 
ments showed tha,t deep needHng of these points 
produced return of the power of speech and headng. 
Acupuncture therapy is combined with high qualli,ty 
speech therapy. 

Acupuncture 1has also 'been used successfully 
in treatment of toothache, ,tonsi1fli,tis, Jaundice, 

~- epidemic ,influenza, voice paralysls and polio {Chen, 
'- "''1973). 

;,, ~-- 
~- Simiilarly, in the field of treatment of fractures, 

combined therapy is ,found to be superior (Sheng, 
1977). The fracture is diagnosed using X-rays. The 
broken bones are realigned using acuouncture 
anesthesia, Then, the fracture is managed by tying 
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standardised bamboo spllats used tradi,tiona'lly 
around the fracture si,te. Gui,te unNke the exten 
sive imr;mobilisation method of modem orthopedics, 
this method advocates comblned rest and movement. 
'¥his has resulted in better healing, and greater 
recovery. of function, particUilarly of .otd, complicated 
fractures. the time of i1mr:mobilisation is also greatly 
reduced. 

No discussion on Chinese medicine today can 
,be complete vyi.thout the mention o,f preventlon 
and treatment of menta,I Hllness ,jn, China. Qui,te 
unli)<e the western r;method based on 'Freudian 
thinking, the psychiatric care in, Chiina is based' 
on the 'belief :in man's abi.li,ty to change given a 
sympathetic enviroament and education and re 
educedon' (Side! R, 1973), (Ho, 19,74). 

Since the C1!11l,tural ,Revolution, with Increased 
emphasis on integratiing traditional 1lililedicine, the 
western ,trained doctors have altered their psychi 
atric service to incl'ude "tradiitiona1I lil'ilethods and 
political techniques. The methods currently in use 
are sel,f-reliance, coHective help, drugs. acupun 
ctu,re, heart to hear,t talks, fol low-up carE!, cor:mrniu1n{ty 
ethos, productive l'abou1r and teachings of Mao . 
Thus the process. involves hospi,tal and COlilillililuni,ty 
care, individual and group relationships, professi 
onal, and nonprotessionall help, r:nutual help and 
sel,f-reliance and traditional and Western medicine. 
Here again one clearly sees a temdency to avoid 
stressing, on ei,ther of the opposi,tes. 

l1mtegratio.m i,m Medical Research 
Scien,tific research in China is guiided by fol!Jir princi 
ples (Stuttmeir 1973) (1:) Resea,rch rnust serve 
production and solve practical problems generally. 
(2} J;he indigenous, social', econolililical a:nd1i1ntell 
ectual =- both contemporary and tradi,tional experi 
ences must be tapped. (3) Research must invo'lve 
the ,masses and Shouild no,t be a, monopoly of the 
pro.tessional el:ite. (4) (;t shou!ld 'be an •integral, part 
of Chinese way of Hite. Strugg1le for scien,ti.tic 
experimeri,t, strug1gle for ,production and! class 
struggle are considered three ma,jor tasks o.t a 
revoluintionary society. Medical, ,research too, derives 
its orientation from the above principles. 

the most outstanding,fea,tu.re of,lililedical research 
in China is the concept of systematic co-operntion 
buiillt around smal!I, ,research projects. Research units 
having, common interests work together regardless 
of thej,r affHiations. For instance, production of new 
antibiotic 'Oingdmycin' according to the New 
China News Agency, was a resu1l,t of combined 
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efforts of 36 agencies. ifhe central body responsible 
for .the medical research in China.: the Chinese 
Academy of Medical' Sciences -rnaintains linkages 
with 24 diiferent research institutes. The research 
areas include various specialities in the medical' field 
like epidemiology and microbiology, surgery, pedi 
atrics, pharmacology; areas ,in community and 
social medicine Hke environment. nutrition, labour 
hygiene, labour protection, occupation health, basic 
sciences Iike Medica:1 Biology and traditional scien 
ces like acupuncture, moxibustion and Chinese 
medicine. 

,Research in tradltlonat medical sciences ,is 
organised under the Academy of Traditional Chinese 
Medicine. lts areas of research include medicine, 
surgery, acupu ncture and pharmace utics. The 
diseases studied successfully include asthma, bone 
fractures, 'high blood" pressure, tuberculosis of 
bone, leprosy etc ·(Stuttmeir, 1973). The unique· 
feature of this Academy is-the inclusion of western 
trained' doctors in its reseerch staff who have under 
gone training in tradltlonal medicine. In 1966 
there were around 200 such doctors out of a total 
research staff of 300 (Stuttmelr, 1973). 

Another notable feature of medical research in 
China, is the combined' use of traditional and modem. 
diagnostic and therapeutic prlqciples. In one 
instance 1'0 patients having a skult fracture with a 
large blood clot under the skulil bone were selected 
on the basis of severity judged by modem diaqn-, 
ostic methods· including, x-rays. ihen. they were 
treated wlth intravenous mannltol &nd Chinese 
medicine. Conventionally, the blood clot would. 
have had to be removed surg,icaHy. But this cHniieaf 
trial showed that 9 patients recovered fuUy, ;,the 
blood clot having been absorbed (Qiu Xiang, et· al, 
1981). 

Medical research also includes exploring the 
scientific basis of acupuncture. Based on extensive 
observation and research it has, been found that 
generally meridian syste~ of traditio~a,I acupuncture 
corresponds with the neural pathways. But modern 
knowledge of anatomy and physiology of the 
nervous system cannot fully explain the theory of 
meridians. For example, on stimulating certain 
parts of limbs with heat, eorresponding areas of 
the ears become sensitive to pain. Certain other 
unexplained physiological changes induced by 
acupuncture have also been demonstrated. 'For 
example, putting a needle through certain points in 
the body of a norms! person causes increase in the 
number of white blood corpuscles and enhancement 

of the 'process ot devouring of wastes and· bacteria 
by 'these white corpuscles. Hormones too may be 
playing a part in this process in which different 
levels of the central nervous system have been. 
found to 'be involved. (Chen, 1973). 

What is most revealing about the philosophicalr 
aspect of medical research is that dialectical 
principles are often used in achieving solution ·.of a 
research problem. For example 'from the orlncipte 
"the law of unitv 'of opposites is the fundamental, 
law of the universe" in the words of .a Chines~~ _ 
doctpr • we drew a number of conclusions: lrnrnobj-. -- 
lisation and movement ate . equally importa.nt, 
fracture heaHng and functional recovery ought to· 
be mutuallv 'eomplementarv ... None of these 
aspects should be stressed to the neglect of· the 
other. On this basis we formulated ... new principles 
to~ the management of fractures" (Sheng, 1977}. 

Conclusion 
Medical science developed in ··china under. the 

influence of conflicting world-views, which · repre 
sented the ideological ,requirements of the ruling 
classes or sections thereof.' This struggle between 
contradictory phitosophles was reflected in the · 
sudden changes in direction which characterise the 
uneven course of development of medicine in 
China. Factors other than those intrinsic to science, 
played an important often determining role 'in 
shaping ,its course. The medicine that eme.rged 
after a conscious policy of inteqratlon was .appHed, 
reflected a change in the .dornioant worldview to 
one which is more · orqanlsmlc as opposed to 
meehanlstlc=a world-view ,imp;licit in bourqeois :.::.. 
science. 
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Science and philasophv, two dlalectical poles 
of a 1~nowledge system, develop in an interpene 
trating, mutuaHy dependent fashion under the 
influence of the socioeconomic and cultural 
ideolog,ica;I factors operative in a particular mode 
of production during a historical period. As Engels 
put ,it: 

"Na,tur_al scientists .. : are still under the -domina- 
tion o,f philosophy. It is only a question of whether ~ 
they want to be dominated by a bad fashionable l 
phil'osophy or by a form of theoretica,I thought-· ,; 
which rests on acquaintance wi~h the history ars-·--·:.....,t 
thought a:nd its achievements. Only when nptural ' 
seience becomes imbued with dialectics will aH the 
philosophical rubbish .... be superfluous, disappear- 
j,ng in positive science" (Engels, 1976). 
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I; Only a conscious appraisal of the history ,of 
medical: science keeping in view the above per 
spective can provide a future vision of a new 

1ln,t~rg,rated Medicine. 

In this way by emphasising, eq,uaNy empirical 
observation and dlatectlcat concepts, on positive 
science and dialectical phiilosophy and by combi 
ning the traditional and modern medicine. Chinese 
medical science has contributed si,gniticantly 10 
'humanity's broad onward march.' 
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l MAKH\J',G' WAVES 
lihe Pol-itics of Commwn,icat,i,ons 
(,f~adieal1 Selene~ 116} 

What kind of waves will he made in 
toe electronic paradise that we are 

.pramised r The essays In this 
collection explore both the oppressive 
and liheratory possibilities of 
communications technologies. They 
include·: 

* Ursu'la, Huws on wcmentn hl-tech ,homeworking; 
* Armand Mattelart on iinfotech- and the Third World; 
* Dee Dee Halleck on,iNfcaraguan, vide,o, 'five from the 
revofo~tiion'; and ethers. 
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